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Desktop as a Service
and Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure Solutions
With the recent rush to deploy remote workers,
many organizations are re-examining their
strategies for providing users with remote
access to data and applications.
SaaS applications, which have been widely
adopted, provide remote access to many
productivity applications. However, the
recently established work-from-home
mandates have left many organizations
struggling with how to provide access to all
applications.
Standing up VDI solutions quickly to
provide access to legacy and on-premises
applications has become a critical part of IT
strategy. Logicalis can help you revisit your
remote desktop and VDI strategy.

Our specialists will help determine which
technology is best for you based on your
current environment, software licenses, and
subscriptions. As with any application, we
will make security a top priority.
Our solutions are designed to address the
following situations:

x

Standing up virtual desktop for remote
workers as a primary or secondary
manner with base application stacks in
a rapid response scenario.

x

Standardizing setup in a repeatable
manner built to best practices.

x

Assessing the need for remote access
to on-premises desktops in a secure
manner.

x

Providing a temporary environment for
desktop resources delivered from the
public cloud.

VDI Offerings
Citrix:
x Cloud to Windows Virtual
Desktop – Rapid Deployment

x

x
x

Add-on Services:
x Managed services for Citrix
Desktop access and delivery
(does not include application
stack)

Cloud to Azure Desktop or
virtual applications – Rapid
Deployment

x

Cloud to on-premises VDI
resources

Production-ready Azuremanaged VDI as a Service

x

Citrix remote access to onpremises desktops

Production-ready cloud
assessment for Azure delivery

x

Production-ready cloud security
assessment

x

NVIDIA virtual GPU for
accelerated services

x

Application virtualization layer

x

On-premises delivered virtual
desktops

x

Optimized delivery systems to
match user profiles to desktop
application profiles, delivering
only what a user needs and
reducing licensing costs

x

SD-WAN for session and
network reliability

Microsoft:
x Azure Windows Virtual Desktop
VMWare
x Horizon
Service Setup Components:
x Build the client-tenant
environment

x

Configure the platform to meet
the client delivery method

x

Connect cloud deployments
to new or existing Azure
subscriptions, including building
a VPN connection back to the
client data center

x

Deploy Cloud Connectors to
deliver the desktops to the
resource pool

x

Build a golden image for
deployment if needed

VDI Acceleration
What we can do for your
organization?
Contact Logicalis to learn
how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com
Call
866 456 4422

Logicalis GPU accelerated VDI solutions extends your ability to modern
operating systems and high demand applications. The solutions
leverage a combination of cutting-edge GPU technology combined with
modern compute and storage architectures.C Level leadership.
Operating Systems
x Citrix
x Microsoft Windows 10
x VMware

Applications
x Productivity Suites
x CAD/CAM
x Imaging/Video

Platforms
x Citrix
x Microsoft Azure
x NVIDIA GPUs
x NVIDIA GRID
x VMware

